Course Evaluation
- Questionnaire for students -

Information on completing the questionnaire:
- use dark ink (no pencil as this cannot be read by the scanner)
- correct an answer by striking through it and marking the new answer
- if a question cannot be answered: simply move on
- for evaluation by Leuphana Lehrevaluation: anonymity of your answers guaranteed
- more information: www.leuphana.de/lve

Overall learning and teaching success:
I am satisfied with this course overall. ..............................................
I am satisfied with my current growth in knowledge through this course. ..............................................

Transparency of course objectives:
The course objectives were clear to me at the beginning of the course. ..............................................

Mediation and stimulation:
The lecturer(s) impart(s) the topics of the course in a way I can understand. ..............................................
The course motivates me to reflect on the subject more deeply. ..............................................

Respect versus discrimination:
The lecturer(s) foster(s) a respectful learning and teaching environment in the course. ..............................................
The students foster a respectful learning and teaching environment in the course. ..............................................

Lecturer contribution:
The lecturer(s) radiates(s) enthusiasm for their subject area. ..............................................
The lecturer(s) appear(s) competent in their subject area. ..............................................

Workload:
The workload so far for independent study for this course (preparation and follow-up for each lesson) was. ..............................................
How many hours per week on average did you spend over the last two weeks on independent study for this course?
(Example calculation:
last week: 0.5 h reading text + 0.5 h learning group = 1 h; week before last: 1 h research + 1 h essay writing = 2 h; average = 1.5 h)

What do you particularly like about this course? (Key points)

What would you prefer to be different? (Key points)